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Variations of results for two kinds of detectors on Space
Experiments
- from previous experiments Luminescence detectors

CR-39 detectors

±~50%

T. Berger et al., (2010)
- Luminescence detectors
Differences can be explained by the differences on neutron sensitivity
and further calibration in lower LET (0.1 – 10 keV/µm)
- CR-39 detectors
Home work for Nakahiro (even though he is in prison)

Where do the variations come from?
- Variation of radiation field (throughout the SPD box being
measured (compared)
For CR-39 analysis
- Variations of results from statistics (measured area)
- Angular correction of response
- Bulk etch (Missing contribution from short range particles)
- Human dependence (Selection of tracks to be measured)

Glass

85mm

Variations of radiation field
- SPD BOX 400 mm
900 mm
SPD BOX with 36 glass detectors

CR-39
35.3±0.7 [mGy]

DGlass
~ 2%

- We verified variations on dose
4.3±0.3 [mGy] in SPD box (DOSEMAP-SPD).
- This is an indicator to verify detectors
stacking in the SPD box.
- Luminescence detectors were
measured by Chiyoda Technol.
- CR-39 detectors were measured by
NIRS.

DCR-39

~5%

Variations in dose were verified
- Glass ~ 2%
- CR-39 ~ 6%
in dose.
- These will be a kind of variations
(errors) that can be targeted.
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Variations of results from statistics (measured area)
Three trials for 4mm2 measurement on a CR-39
What was changed?
- Number of Measured Tracks
1,030 (4mm2) to 3,027(12mm2)
- Maximum LET tarck
366 (4mm2) to 477 KeV/µm (12mm2)
Remarkable difference was not found!!
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Angular correction on response

Significant difference cause by angular dependence
- Need (check) angular correction on each material
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Bulk etch (Missing of contribution for short range particles)
We have applied continuous etching
from 6 µm to 53 µm

Significant difference cause by Bulk Etch
- Need (check) bulk on each material
for single etching
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Bulk etch (Missing of contribution for short range particles)
BUT for combine method (short and long etch)

Human dependence
Measured conditions
- Captured whole images to be measured
(The same material and bulk etch)
- Shared the images to NPI and NIRS
- Selected “non over etched” track
- Used the same software (PitFit) to measure
track size
- Used the same calculation code (SpaceBeam3)
to derive dose results by taking some correction
factors into account

Results
- Variations of radiation field where to be measured (compared)
SPD BOX
TLD ~ 2% and CR-39 ~5% variations

For CR-39 analysis
- Variations of results from statistics (measured area)
No significant different in between measured 4mm2 to 12mm2 area.

- Angular correction on response
Significant difference caused by angular dependence on the response
(material and etching combination).

- Bulk etch (Missing of contribution for short range particles)
Significant difference caused by single etching.
We recommend to use “short and long combination”.

- Human dependence (Selection of tracks to be measured)
No significant difference was found when we are controlling the several
conditions on “track selection criteria” and “calculation”, etc.

